THE WHALE

A cultural centre in Holesovice, Prague

0.1 Urban plaza
1.1 Studios - storages - rehearsal rooms - backstage
2.1 Access to fly tower - horizontal transportation shafts and vents
3.1 Studios - fly tower

0.3 Library
1.2 Theatre
2.2 Storage library
3.2 Skylift - rooftop access
3.3 Conference rooms

0.2 Passage - metro - shops

0.4 Theatrical spaces
1.3 Lobby - auxiliary functions
2.3 Technical spaces
3.3 Conference rooms

Connect to surroundings - create two main routes
Reshaped - height differences - theatre volume
Embed in surroundings - omnidirectional
Close off by glass plinth - subtle transition inside/outside
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STEP 1
- connect to surroundings - create two main routes
- reshape - height differences - theatre volume

STEP 2
- embedded in surroundings - omnidirectional
- close off by glass plinth - subtle transition inside/outside

STEP 3
- lift building - create ongoing public space
- strong architectural icon - clear design language